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education. Broadly speaking, we ought to move toward the
individual in matters intellectual, while in the moral sphere
our most potent organon is the collective life of our schools.
Only by making our schools into communities that are as near
as possible to the ideal can we hope to train public-spirited
citizens who, having caught in their youth a " vision splendid/'
"will not cease from mental fight" until they have
Jerusalem in England's green and pleasant land."
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NOTE ON THE WORD 'INSTINCT' AS APPLIED
TO HUMAN BEHAVIOUR AND ITS MOTIVES
the word 'instinct* in psychology is inseparably associated with the
name of Dr William McDougall, who has consistently taught that
the behaviour of man is founded on instincts that are common to him
and the higher animals. But the word has provoked needless con-
troversy, and in a recent work x McDougall has thought it expedien*
to restate his doctrine in alternative terms. The difficulty has ^^?
that in common speech 'instinct* refers to a specific, stereotyp^'
innate mode of behaviour; and critics have maintained that, wh^e
the behaviour of the lower animals may lend itself to such a descnp*
tion, the behaviour of man certainly does not.
The distinguished author of An Introduction to Social Psychology neVC|
intended his readers to regard man's behaviour as a complex ol
certain stereotyped patterns that are innate. He sought rather to
give expression to the view that man's activities are purposive, or,to.
use Nunn's term, horrnic. In his latest exposition » he has reasserted
that man from his very nature must strive to attain certain »at|?a>t
goals, but instead of using the word 'instinct* to describe this &C9
he employs the old terms * propensity* and ' tendency.* A * tendency
x The Energies of Men.	* Ibid.

